
MUCHKIN CATS

The Munchkin cat or Sausage cat is a newer breed of cat characterized by its very short legs, which are caused by a
genetic mutation. Much controversy erupted.

One warning to breeders: The Munchkin gene is sometimes referred to as the "lethal" gene because if a
Munchkin cat embryo receives one of these genes from each parent, it won't survive. The Munchkin cat is
presumably named after The Wizard of Oz's munchkins, but there are two conflicting tales as to how they
received the moniker. Despite the short legs, Munchkins run fast, bounding like ferrets and taking corners at
full speed. Besides these two possibilities, Munchkin cats can live a very healthy and fulfilling life as a house
cat. If you and your cat enjoy similar things, you will be more likely to live a happy, fulfilling life together
What to Consider next Adoption It can be incredibly fulfilling to adopt a cat from an animal shelter and offer
them a second chance in life. They can be taught to play fetch and to obey voice commands. Other than the
stout legs, the body and head are about the same size as a usual cat. Other breeders soon joined their cause and
established their own Munchkin breeding programs. Experts say that Munchkins are fine, health-wise.
Negative attitudes toward Munchkins are more frequent within the cat fancy than from the general public, say
breeders. Feet are round, compact in proportion with body. All four feet pointed directly straight forward, not
inward or outward. Pflueger's daughter named one of them Mushroom the Munchkin , and voila, a breed was
born. Find her online chatting about beauty, books, fashion and fur babies at cateyesandskinnyjeans. The main
advantage of buying a pedigree kitten or cat is that you know fairly well what they will look like and how their
personality is likely to develop. Texture semi-plush, all-weather, resilient, with medium undercoat and
lustrous appearance. The geneticists were worried that the Munchkin would have problems with its spine,
similar to short-legged dog breeds. Boning medium, without undue bulk. Coat: Long Hair Semi-long. Texture
flowing and silky, all-weather, with moderate and medium undercoat. This line disappeared during the Second
World War but other short-legged cats were spotted in Russia during and the United States in the s.


